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WCAL Radio Presents
“A Down-Home Christmas”
A Christmas season talent/dinner show

by Pat Hines



SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

WCAL Radio Presents “A Down-Home Christmas” is a dinner
theatre featuring a four-course meal. The dramatic action is
interspersed with the dining in the following manner:

Appetizers
Scene 1

Salad
Scene 2

Main Course
Scene 3

Dessert 
Scene 4

WCAL Radio Presents “A Down-Home Christmas”
A Christmas dinner theatre

by Pat Hines

The following dinner theatre script transports the audience to a radio
station’s studio. This country music radio station, WCAL, is
broadcasting its live Christmas show. The guests at the dinner
theatre become the live studio audience, and they have the
opportunity to hear and see many country music stars.

There are many jokes, songs, and advertisements of the radio
station’s sponsors, as well as a demonstration by a famous sister duo.
As country music gives way to Christmas songs during the course of
the broadcast, the evening’s highlight is a retelling of the most
famous story of all, the Christmas story by WCAL’s own storyteller.

The broadcast uses “down-home” humor, but also shares something
more important: the real meaning of the season. As the cast
concludes the broadcast, the audience is told through song that
“Christ was born for you.”
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CAST OF CHARACTERS

Charley
The sound man and assistant 

to the stage manager

Ernie
The stage manager

Wendall Phillips
The announcer

Amos
One of the co-hosts of WCAL

Randy
One of the co-hosts of WCAL

Marcia Steward
A decorator who has a segment 

with her sister

Miranda Steward
A decorator who has a segment 

with her sister

Minnie Opal
A storyteller/humorist

Tex Ripper
A country singer
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Loretta Lindy
A country singer

Patsy Hines
A country singer

The Dixie Belles
A group of young female country

singer/dancers

The Mavericks
WCAL’s band

Mandy Rimes
WCAL’s pianist

The WCAL Singers
Chorus members

You also need a drummer and pianist and support personnel, including
kitchen help to plan and cook the meal, waiters to serve the food, and
your pastor to bless the food prior to eating.
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PERFORMANCE NOTE

This drama was written to be performed as a dinner theatre. Taking into
account the time it requires for eating, the play runs approximately two
hours in length. It should be a leisurely dinner for the audience.

SETTING AND SCENERY

The setting is the present. Action takes place at Christmas time in the
WCAL radio station studio. This is a country music station. For ambience,
large autographed black and white photos of the stars could be positioned
around the area.

The staging area should be set up as follows: There should be two standing
microphones Stage Right. Two stools should be positioned behind the
microphones. One standing microphone should be in the center of the
stage.

The decorating segment items should be on a small table that is off to the
left of the stage area. This table will be moved to the center of the stage
during the Steward Sisters’ segment.

Stage Left, there should be several rows of chairs for the stars and the
WCAL Singers.

Charley’s table should be Stage Left, back away from the rows of chairs
for the stars. Three chairs should be near the table. An easel should also
be located near Charley’s table. This easel should be moved up to the
single microphone when the announcer is reading the advertisements for
the show’s sponsors. It may hold the advertising placards.

PROPS AND SET PIECES

Three microphones
A box that looks like a sound system
Two stools
Three chairs
An easel
Chairs for the stars and singers
A book jacket entitled Bandanna Magic and a book
Small table for Steward Sisters’ segment
Five red bandannas
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A tray
A jar of green olives
A watch for Ernie
Applause sign
WCAL microphone placards for the microphones
Five clipboards, with the scripts on them
Advertiser’s placards — Trinity Living Water, the local church, Sanctuary

Retirement Home
A bottle of water that has a label that says Trinity Living Water
Several goblets
Forks
A bandanna apron
A bandanna stocking
Small table for Charley
Some holly
Two or three large red pillar candles
Two or three large white pillar candles

SUGGESTED MUSIC

Depending on the number of diners and the time desired between scenes,
more music might be needed than what is suggested in the script. Country
music should be selected for the designated breaks for the salad and the
main course. Christmas music should be used for the dessert break.

It is understood that each individual group may prefer to use songs they
have chosen instead of the songs that are suggested in the script. Please
feel free to substitute based on your preferences and what is available in
your church music library.

Instead of a band playing live between the scenes, you may use pre-
recorded country music.

SUGGESTED TABLE DECORATIONS

Since this is a “down-home” theme, fried chicken with the proper
accompanying sides would be most appropriate for the dinner portion of the
event. If bandannas are used for napkins, that would add to the effect since
the Steward Sisters demonstrate how to fold bandannas into “elegant”
napkins.
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SUGGESTED TABLE DECORATIONS

All of the tables for the guests should be decorated in the following fashion:
A large red bandanna should be placed in the center of each table. Three
or more pillar candles should be arranged in the center of the bandanna.
Red or white candles are preferred. If available, holly should be placed
among the candles. This centerpiece idea is used in the script by the
Steward Sisters.

SUGGESTED COSTUMES

Since this is a country music station, country-western attire is needed. All
of the cast members should have cowboy hats and cowboy boots.
The stars might want to make their hats a little more glitzy and
decorative. The stars’ boots should also be a little more fancy.

Amos, Randy, and Wendall should wear Western shirts, or white shirts
with vests and bolo ties. Blue jeans would be appropriate.

Charley and Ernie should wear jeans and Western shirts, but not fancy
Western shirts, since they are behind the scenes.

The Mavericks should wear black hats. They should be dressed in black
shirts and black jeans. Mandy should also wear black.

The Steward Sisters should be dressed country, but in a somewhat tacky
manner.

Minnie needs to imitate her famous namesake. A plain dress and a straw
hat with a price tag would be most appropriate.

The Dixie Belles should wear flashy Western outfits with hats that are
decorated to the nines.

Tex, Loretta, and Patsy should be dressed like stars with sharp outfits,
hats, and boots.

The WCAL Singers just need Western apparel of some type. Blue jean
skirts for the women and jeans for the men, with bandannas tied at their
necks, would be appropriate.
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(As guests arrive, they should be seated at their tables and
served appetizers.)

Scene 1

(Lights go up in the stage area. CHARLEY enters from Stage
Left with the applause sign. He is whistling a country tune.
He puts the applause sign on the easel. He looks at his sound
equipment, then goes over to the microphones to test them.)

CHARLEY: (Goes to single microphone first.) Testing, one, two,
three. (He snaps his fingers in front of the microphone.
Satisfied that it is working properly, he goes over to the other
two microphones.) Testing, one, two, three. (He should act
like the first one is not working. He goes back over to his
sound equipment, makes an adjustment, then goes back over
to the two microphones.)

ERNIE: (He enters from Stage Right in a hurry. He is carrying
five clipboards with scripts on them.) Charley, I’m so glad
to see you’re here.

CHARLEY: Hey, boss. (Into microphone) Testing, one, two,
three. (Snaps fingers.)

ERNIE: Here’s the final scripts. (He looks at his watch.) And
not a moment too soon, I might add. We’ve only got ten
more minutes until air time.

CHARLEY: (He tests the last microphone.) Testing, one, two,
three. (He snaps his fingers. Satisfied all the microphones
are working properly, he moves over to where ERNIE is
impatiently standing.)

ERNIE: Where do you want these?
CHARLEY: (He motions to his table.) Just put them on my

table somewhere.
ERNIE: Fine, fine. You take care of these, and I’ll go get the

gang. (He puts the clipboards on the table, starts to leave,
then stops to look at his watch again.) We’re running late
tonight. Don’t let the audience in for another three
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minutes. (He leaves Stage Left.)
CHARLEY: (He looks at the clipboards.) OK, boss. (The

MAVERICKS and MANDY enter from Stage Right. They are
talking about the upcoming Christmas show. They yell
greetings to CHARLEY.)

MAVERICK 1: Hey, Charley, how’s it going?
MAVERICK 2: Think we’ll have a full house tonight?
CHARLEY: Hi, guys. Howdy, Mandy.
MANDY: Howdy, Charley.
CHARLEY: I’m going to be opening the doors in about three

minutes.
MAVERICK 3: We’ll be ready. (The MAVERICKS and MANDY

get settled. They might warm up their instruments. ERNIE
returns with all the stars, except for AMOS, RANDY, and
WENDALL. The stars are standing near Stage Left.)

ERNIE: Now, when you’re announced, give your wave or
greeting, then move over to the front of the stage area.
You’ll sing the opening song, then take your seats over
there. (ERNIE points to the seats that are Stage Left behind
where the STARS are now assembled.) Is everybody ready?
(The STARS state that they are ready by saying some of the
following remarks: “We’re ready.” “We know what to do.” “No
problem, Ernie.” “Whatever you say, Ernie.”)

CHARLEY: I’m opening the doors now, boss. (He exits Stage
Right.)

ERNIE: (Looks at CHARLEY as he leaves.) OK. People, the
audience will be coming in now. Let’s get settled. (He
goes over to the desk and picks up the first clipboard, which
is his. He checks off the STARS’ names as he reads them.
STARS can call out a greeting to let him know they are
present.) Dixie Belles, Tex, Patsy, Loretta, Minnie,
Marcia and Miranda, Mandy, the Mavericks, the WCAL
Singers, Wendall … (He looks for WENDALL in the group.
Then he looks at the lone microphone for WENDALL. He is
missing.) Where’s Wendall? (He looks at his watch.)
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DIXIE BELLE 1: I don’t know.
DIXIE BELLE 2: I haven’t seen him.
DIXIE BELLE 3: I think he was still in makeup.
DIXIE BELLE 4: Yes, he was still in his dressing room.

(ERNIE exits Stage Left to go find WENDALL. The STARS
watch as the audience enters. They wave to the audience that
is supposedly entering the studio now. There should be some
quiet chatter among the STARS. CHARLEY returns. He goes
over to his desk and picks up a clipboard and stands at the
single microphone. ERNIE returns with WENDALL.)

ERNIE: You look fine, Wendall. Now, you’d better get over
to your microphone where Charley is waiting for you.

WENDALL: You got it, Ernie. (WENDALL goes over to
CHARLEY. CHARLEY hands him the clipboard, then goes
to sit down at his table. WENDALL peruses the script while
he walks back to CHARLEY’s table. He also sits down,
reading the script. The STARS continue to talk quietly and
look at the audience. ERNIE checks over his list one more
time. He goes over to the band and chats with them briefly,
then he goes over to the single microphone. He looks at his
watch.)

ERNIE: (To the audience) Howdy, and welcome to WCAL’s
“Down-Home Christmas Show.” We’re so glad that you
all could come and fill our studio this evening. We have
a great show with plenty of stars whom you’ll meet in
just a few minutes. However, before we begin, there are
two things that you need to know. First off, we are
doing a live broadcast, so please don’t talk to your
neighbors while we’re broadcasting. You can talk freely
during commercial breaks, but you must stop once we
are back on the air. And secondly, Charley is in charge
of the applause sign. (CHARLEY stands up and walks over
to ERNIE with the applause sign.) When you see the
applause sign go up, let’s hear some applause. When it
goes down, stop your applause. We’re going to practice
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that right now. Charley, some applause. (CHARLEY
holds up the sign and the audience should applaud.) And
we’re done. (CHARLEY puts down the sign and the
applause should end.) Very good. I think you all have a
handle on that. Thanks, Charley. (CHARLEY remains at
the microphone area.) Now, just sit back and enjoy
tonight’s live broadcast. (WENDALL gets up and goes over
to the microphone and stands beside ERNIE. ERNIE looks at
his watch. He cues the pianist, who begins playing “Home for
the Holidays” or whatever song the group will soon sing.)
And we’re live in five, four, three, two, one … (ERNIE
leaves the stage area and goes over to help direct the STARS.
WENDALL moves to the microphone. CHARLEY holds up
the applause sign for a few minutes, then puts it down. Once
the applause ends, WENDALL begins.)

WENDALL: A great big howdy from WCAL to all our
listeners out there tonight, as well as our studio
audience here in downtown ____________ (Insert the
name of your church) country. Tonight WCAL is proud to
present “A Down-Home Christmas.” And with us to
celebrate, we have a host of stars. First off, we have
that country legend, Tex Ripper; (TEX waves, then moves
to the stage area behind WENDALL and CHARLEY. All the
other stars follow suit when they are introduced.) the lovely
Loretta Lindy; the original Patsy Hines; WCAL’s
favorite storyteller, Minnie Opal; our own Steward
Sisters — Marcia and Miranda; the upbeat and lively
Dixie Belles; and the sensational WCAL Singers. In the
pit is the world-famous band, the Mavericks, with
WCAL’s own pianist, Mandy Rimes. (CHARLEY holds up
the applause sign again, and WENDALL backs away from
the microphone. When CHARLEY puts down the sign, he and
WENDALL move over to the right side of the stage, out of
the way. The stars sing a light introductory Christmas song,
such as “Home for the Holidays” by Al Stillman and Robert
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Allen. Once the song is done, CHARLEY moves back over to
the microphone with WENDALL. He is holding up the
applause sign. The group sits down in their rows of chairs
at Stage Left. MANDY continues to play until everyone is
seated. Once the song has ended, CHARLEY puts down the
sign, and WENDALL continues.)

WENDALL: And now, ladies and gents, put your hands
together and give a warm WCAL welcome to the hosts
of our show — Amoooos and Randy! (CHARLEY holds
up the applause sign. AMOS and RANDY enter Stage Left.
They wave to the audience and take their seats behind the two
microphones Stage Right. Once they are situated, the music
stops. CHARLEY takes down the applause sign, then goes
back to his table and picks up two clipboards with the scripts
for tonight’s show. WENDALL takes a seat back near
CHARLEY’s table. ERNIE is getting TEX RIPPER up and
ready for his number. The two of them walk over to the single
microphone. Once ERNIE is certain TEX is OK, he walks
over to the side by the stars. After CHARLEY has given
AMOS and RANDY their clipboards, he goes back to his
table.)

RANDY: Howdy, everyone!
AMOS: Howdy, and welcome to WCAL. You’re in

___________ (Name of your church) country!
RANDY: That’s right!
AMOS: And we’ve got a great line-up for you tonight.
RANDY: Not only that, we’ve got some great stars, too.
AMOS: Randy, that’s what I meant when I said we’ve got a

great line-up.
RANDY: Oh, I thought you were talking football again.

Speaking of football, I went to the movies the other night
with Barbie Sue.

AMOS: (He is somewhat confused as to how football and the
movies go hand in hand.) Oh? and what did you see at the
movies with Barbie Sue?
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RANDY: I can’t remember the name of it, but it had a horse
race in it. (He pauses.)

AMOS: (He finally prompts RANDY to finish his story.) And …
RANDY: Barbie Sue and I made a bet on the race. She bet

that the black horse would win, and I bet the brown one
would.

AMOS: So, who won the bet?
RANDY: Barbie Sue. But as we were going home after the

movie, she told me that she had seen the picture before.
AMOS: You mean she cheated?
RANDY: Well, I had seen the picture before, too, but I was

sure the black horse wouldn’t win twice in a row.
(Drummer does a ba-boom on the drums.)

AMOS: Speaking of winners, here’s one that I know our
audience is going to thoroughly enjoy — Mr. Tex Ripper.
(CHARLEY holds up the applause sign. TEX sings “Sixteen
Tons” by Merle Travis. After the song, CHARLEY holds up the
applause sign again. TEX bows and takes his seat. Once the
applause ends, AMOS and RANDY begin. RANDY is looking
sad. Once AMOS and RANDY are talking, ERNIE should get
the DIXIE BELLES up for their number.)

AMOS: Thank you, Tex. Wasn’t he … (He sees RANDY’s sad
face.) Randy, what’s wrong? Why the sad face?

RANDY: While Tex was singing, I got to thinking about my
family. You know, we had a death in our family.

AMOS: I didn’t know that. Who died?
RANDY: My pet dog, Bundles.
AMOS: I’m sorry to hear that. Was it recently?
RANDY: Yes, just last week. I was so worried about him, I

called a veterinarian who makes house calls and told
him my dog was very sick and wouldn’t move.

AMOS: What happened?
RANDY: When the vet arrived, he found the dog on the floor

with his feet in the air. He examined the dog, but there
was no response. Then he did a strange thing.
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AMOS: What did he do?
RANDY: He reached into his satchel, pulled out a live cat,

moved the cat over the dog several times, and then put
the cat back in his bag.

AMOS: That is strange.
RANDY: Then he said, “I’m sorry to tell you this, but your

dog is dead, and that’ll cost you four hundred thirty
dollars.

AMOS: Four hundred thirty dollars?!
RANDY: That’s what I said.
AMOS: Why so much?
RANDY: His fee was thirty dollars for the house call and four

hundred dollars for the CAT scan. (Drummer does a ba-
boom on the drums as ERNIE moves away from the DIXIE
BELLES, who are now in the center of the stage.)

AMOS: Now, put your hands together and give a warm
welcome to the Dixie Belles as they treat us to a show
with their magic feet. Listen well, all of you out there in
radio land. (CHARLEY holds up the applause sign. The
DIXIE BELLES do a line dance number to an upbeat
Christmas song such as “Jingle Bell Rock” by Bobby Helms.
After the song ends, CHARLEY hold up the applause sign as
the DIXIE BELLES return to their seats. ERNIE goes over to
the single microphone.) And now, we’ll take a moment for
station identification and a few words from our
sponsors. As we go out, enjoy the great sounds of the
Mavericks.

ERNIE: And we’re out. (Lights go down on stage area. Your
pastor may say grace at this time. The salad is served. While
the audience is enjoying this course, the MAVERICKS play a
set of country music [or recorded music may be played.] Some
suggested songs include “Walking the Floor Over You,” “Thank
God I’m a Country Boy,” “The Wabash Cannonball,” “Release
Me,” “Little Green Apples,” “Paper Roses,” “I Never Promised
You a Rose Garden,” “Gentle on My Mind,” and “Don’t It Make
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My Brown Eyes Blue.” Make certain to give the audience plenty
of time to eat and visit. Music should be played softly in the
background until the next scene begins. During this interlude,
CHARLEY moves the easel up beside the single microphone
and puts the Trinity Living Water advertising placard on the
easel.)

Scene 2

(ERNIE and WENDALL are at the single microphone.
WENDALL has a bottle of Trinity Living Water.)

ERNIE: In four, three, two, one … (Lights go up on stage area.)
WENDALL: One of our sponsors for tonight’s show is Trinity

Living Water. (He holds up the bottle of water.) It now
comes packaged in convenient drinking sized bottles and
will definitely quench your thirst. Bottled on the banks
of the Jordan River, it’s not just for baptisms anymore.
Buy some of this life-giving water, and see how it will
change your life! (WENDALL returns to his seat. CHARLEY
moves the easel and placard back to his table area. ERNIE gets
LORETTA LINDY ready for her solo.)

AMOS: Randy, this is our annual Christmas show. Are you
ready for Christmas? It’s just a few weeks away now.

RANDY: I guess.
AMOS: Have you bought anything for Barbie Sue yet?
RANDY: No.
AMOS: Well, what did you get her last year?
RANDY: A cemetery plot.
AMOS: A cemetery plot?!
RANDY: Yes.
AMOS: Surely you’re going to give her something nicer this

year, aren’t you?
RANDY: I don’t think so. She didn’t use last year’s gift yet.

(Drummer does a ba-boom on the drums.)
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AMOS: Now, here’s a gift everyone will enjoy — Miss Loretta
Lindy. (CHARLEY holds up applause sign. LORETTA sings
“Take Me Home, Country Roads” by John Denver or another
mellow country tune. After the song, CHARLEY holds up the
applause sign again. LORETTA bows, then takes her seat.
While AMOS and RANDY talk, CHARLEY and ERNIE move
out the table holding the STEWARD SISTERS’ items for their
segment. MARCIA and MIRANDA should assist and make
certain that everything is on the table the way they want it. The
table should be placed near the front of the Center Stage area.)

RANDY: Amos, did I tell you that Barbie Sue and I went out
celebrating last night?

AMOS: No. Was it your anniversary or a birthday?
RANDY: Nah, we celebrated because we had just finished a

jigsaw puzzle in record time. There were one hundred
pieces in this puzzle, and it only took us six months to
complete it.

AMOS: Six months? Isn’t that quite a long time for a puzzle of
only one hundred pieces?

RANDY: I don’t think so. On the box it said three to five years.
(Drummer does a ba-boom on the drums.)

AMOS: Speaking of celebrations, our own Steward Sisters
have some celebration and decorating ideas to share with
us tonight. Ladies and gents, the Steward Sisters, Marcia
and Miranda. (MARCIA and MIRANDA stand at table.)

MARCIA: Thank you, Amos and Randy, and a big howdy to
all of you WCAL Radio fans.

MIRANDA: Tonight we’re going to help you decorate for
Christmas with bandannas. (She whips out a bandanna as
she says this.) Of course, if you miss anything, you can
always buy our new book. (She holds up their book.) It is
entitled Bandanna Magic, and it has over one hundred
decorating ideas using bandannas.

MARCIA: Perfect for the down-home Christmas.
MIRANDA: And this remarkable book sells for only fifteen
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dollars and eighty-eight cents.
MARCIA: A real bargain!
MIRANDA: Yes, Martha, our distant cousin, four times

removed — maybe you’ve heard of her. Anyone in the
audience ever heard of our distant cousin, four times
removed, Martha Steward? (She looks in the audience for
someone who might have heard of their cousin.) Anyway,
Martha would no doubt sell the book for thirty-five
ninety-five or more. But ours is a mere fifteen eighty-
eight.

MARCIA: So you see, our book is a great deal, and it’s just
filled with fabulous bandanna ideas that will make your
Christmas special and festive. If you want to order one
of our books, just call the station right now. Phone
operators are standing by to take your order. The
number here at the station is 1-800-LUV-WCAL.

MIRANDA: Tonight we’re going to share several of our
bandanna ideas. The first one is a table decoration.

MARCIA: Matter of fact, it’s the one that’s on the tables right
here in the studio tonight.

MIRANDA: And it’s so very easy. (As she talks, she makes the
table centerpiece on the small table in front of her.) First, you
take a bandanna. The larger-sized ones are best for this
centerpiece. Lay it flat on the center of your table.

MARCIA: Then you add several candles. (She arranges the
candles on the bandanna as she talks.) You can use as many
as you like. We prefer odd numbers, like either three or
five, but it is entirely up to you how many you should
use. After all, you know what design you are striving for.

MIRANDA: Also, we prefer the red or white candles, but
green would probably look nice, too, don’t you think?

MARCIA: Oh, yes. After all, red and green are Christmas
colors.

MIRANDA: That’s right. (She picks up some stems of holly.) The
last thing you do is add some freshly cut holly around
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the candles. The red berries stand out so nicely with the
red background of the bandanna, don’t you think?

MARCIA: Oh, yes, just lovely. It all comes together to make a
breathtaking centerpiece. (They both admire their work with
smiles on their faces.)

MIRANDA: It’s just magical.
MARCIA: Like the title of our book. (They both give a little

laugh at this joke.) We could admire our creations all day
long, but we need to move on to another stupendous idea
for those of you out there in WCAL Radio land.

MIRANDA: Yes, we have some napkin magic to share.
Bandannas make lovely napkins.

MARCIA: (She nods her head in agreement.) Oh, that they do.
MIRANDA: (She makes the napkin as she gives the directions.

MARCIA puts the goblet on the table for her sister.) The first
napkin idea is rather simple. It’s called the “fan.” You fold
the bandanna in half to form a rectangle, place the folded
edge at the bottom, then accordion-pleat the rectangle
into one-inch pleats. Once the entire bandanna has been
folded, just set the bottom of the napkin in a glass, and
there you have it. Voila! (Once again, they admire their work
with smiles on their faces.)

MARCIA: Isn’t that lovely?
MIRANDA: And oh, so simple.
MARCIA: The next napkin idea is a little more difficult. It is

called the Wiesbaden (Pronounced “Viesbaden”). Take your
bandanna and fold it in half diagonally to form a
triangle. Place the folded edge at the bottom, then fold up
the bottom edge about one and-a-half inches. Accordion-
pleat the bandanna like we did in the fan design, then
anchor the bottom of the napkin by inserting it between
the tines of a fork. (MIRANDA helps her sister by holding the
fork.)

MIRANDA: That is so exquisite. (They admire their work with
satisfaction.)
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MARCIA: Yes, it is so very nice. (She gets the bandanna apron
and puts it on as she speaks.) Of course, there are other
things you can do with bandannas, too. They make
lovely aprons, like the one I am now wearing.

MIRANDA: (She gets the bandanna stocking.) You can also use
them to make adorable stockings.

MARCIA: And finally, they look just lovely under your fancy
appetizer trays. (She picks up a tray, puts a bandanna on it,
then opens a jar of olives and puts them on the tray. She does
this as she talks.) I mean, who wants to serve food on a
regular silver tray when you can add a red bandanna to
the tray and change the entire look? And notice how the
red pimentos in the green olives just shout out at you
while they sit so nicely on the bandanna. It is a
complement of color.

MIRANDA: So very elegant.
MARCIA: Elegant and simple, our key words for the evening.
MIRANDA: Our key words for all our decorating ideas.
MARCIA: You’re so right.
MIRANDA: Once again, to order our new book, dial 1-800-

LUV-WCAL. Order today, and if you get it before
Christmas, you, too, will be able to duplicate these
wonderful ideas and have your own great down-home
Christmas. (CHARLEY holds up the applause sign. MARCIA
and MIRANDA return to their seats while ERNIE and
CHARLEY move the table back to its out-of-the-way location.
ERNIE cues PATSY that it is time for her number. She moves
to the single microphone.)

AMOS: Thank you, Marcia and Miranda. That number once
again is 1-800-LUV-WCAL.

RANDY: You know, Amos, I advertised for my wife, Barbie
Sue.

AMOS: I didn’t know that.
RANDY: Yes, I had an ad running for several months. It said,

“Wanted: one wife.”
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AMOS: Did you get any replies?
RANDY: Hundreds.
AMOS: And what did they say?
RANDY: They all said, “Here, take mine.” (Drummer does a ba-

boom on the drums.)
AMOS: Now, here’s someone who needs no advertising, the

one and only Miss Patsy Hines. (CHARLEY holds up
applause sign. PATSY sings “Crazy” by Willie Nelson, or
another song of your choice. CHARLEY again holds up the
applause sign. PATSY waves, then takes her seat. ERNIE gets
the WCAL Women’s Chorus up and ready.)

AMOS: Thank you, Patsy. Next on tonight’s —
RANDY: (He excitedly interrupts AMOS.) Amos, did I tell you

that I’m going to be an uncle?
AMOS: No, you didn’t.
RANDY: Yes, Barbie Sue’s sister, Anna Ruth, is going to have

twins — a boy and a girl.
AMOS: Twins! Well, that’s great.
RANDY: (Proudly) And I helped pick out their names.
AMOS: You did?
RANDY: Yeah. Anna Ruth was over to the house one day last

week, and she was telling Barbie Sue that they were
going to name the baby girl Denise, but they just
couldn’t come up with a good boy’s name.

AMOS: So you helped them with the boy’s name?
RANDY: I sure did. I told them if you’re going to name the

girl Denise, then the boy’s name is easy. He should be
called De-nephew. (Drummer does a ba-boom on the drums.)

AMOS: Now, sit back and enjoy a number by our own WCAL
Women’s Chorus. (CHARLEY holds up the applause sign,
and the WCAL WOMEN’s CHORUS sings “Wings of a Dove”
by Robert B. Ferguson, Sr., or another gospel song. After they
are done, CHARLEY holds up the applause sign while the
WOMEN return to their seats. ERNIE goes to the single
microphone.)
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RANDY: You know, Amos, seeing all those women reminds me
of something that happened to me on the way to the
studio today.

AMOS: Really? What happened?
RANDY: Well, I was riding the bus, and we made this stop

over at Pershing and Line (You can substitute streets in your
community here) to pick up some passengers. A woman
with a baby in her arms got onto the bus, and as she was
putting the money in the machine, the driver said to her,
“That’s the ugliest baby I’ve ever seen.”

AMOS: Oh, what did the woman say?
RANDY: The woman was so astonished. She didn’t know what

to say. She came down the aisle and sat next to me. Then
she turned to me and said, “That driver is the rudest man
I’ve ever met. I’m going to go and get his name so that I
can complain to his company.”

AMOS: And what did you say?
RANDY: I said, “You go get his name, and I’ll hold your

monkey for you while you do it.” (Drummer does a ba-boom
on the drums.)

AMOS: We’re going to take another break for our sponsors
right now. Once again, enjoy the great sound of the
Mavericks.

ERNIE: And we’re out. (Lights go down on stage area. During this
break, the main course is served. The meal should be leisurely.
The MAVERICKS do another set of country music. Some
suggested songs are “Home on the Range,” “Tumbling
Tumbleweeds,” “Deep in the Heart of Texas,” “Delta Dawn,”
“Your Cheatin Heart,” “Hey, Good Lookin’,” “El Paso,” “I Fall to
Pieces,” “King of the Road,” “Love Me Tender,” and “Sweet
Dreams.” Make certain to give the audience plenty of time to eat
and visit. Music should be played softly in the background until
the next scene begins. While the guests are eating, CHARLEY
moves the easel up to the single microphone. He places the
advertising placard for the group’s home church on it.)
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